
Demonstrate low and 
high catching 

techniques

Retrieval of the ball 
and throwing into a 
base player, short 
and long barriers

Understand how to 
score a 4, 6 and a run 

in cricket

Demonstrate basic 
underarm and overarm 

throwing technique

Can communicate 
effectively as part of 

a team

Understands and 
demonstrates the role 
of the wicket keeper

Demonstrate a range of 
batting techniques, 
drive, defensive and 

pull shot

Understanding how 
to set a cricket pitch 

up

Show an understanding of where 
they are pitching the ball when 

bowling, off, middle and leg side

Understand the no 

wide and no ball rule.

Can act as a team captain 
and use their knowledge 

to position their team 
when fielding

Can determine a 
batting order for 

their team

Demonstrate a good batting 
technique with accuracy, 

drive, sweep, pull, 
defensive shot, sweep

Over arms bowling technique is 
now consistent and can be 
bowled to specific line and 

length, begin to develop spin 
bowling

Can lead a cricket 
specific warm up to a 

group of peers

Can evaluate where 
to place fielders to 
gain an advantage

Can develop practices to 
develop the weaknesses 
within their team and for 

individuals

Show a high level of power 
and consistency when batting 
to score a range of 4s and 6s

Can lead their team 
through a range of 
fielding practices

Can adjust the field to 
ensure the opposition 

do not gain and 
advantage

Can evaluate the strengths 
and weaknesses of their 

team to place people in the 
best positions

Show a high level of consistency 
and accuracy when fielding from 
a range of positions, deep, slips, 

point, square leg, mid off/on

Can apply a wide range of 
fielding and batting 

techniques in games to 
gain an advantage

Show accuracy when 
fielding from a deep  

when throwing in at the 
stumps

Understand how to 
score a game of 

cricket

Understands and 
demonstrates basic 
over arm bowling

Understands the 
crease when batting 

and bowling

Can explain length 
and line when bowling

Understands 
how to 

correctly hold 
the bat

Can give accurate  
feedback to peers to 

improve performance 

Demonstrates a good range of fielding 
skills, catching throwing, long barrier, 
positioning to reduce runs from the 

oppositions team

Understands the needs 
of the game, when to 

bat aggressively, defend, 
use spin or pace bowling


